This study proposes a new bandwidth reservation strategy (Two Level Guarantee) 
Introduction
In wireless mobile environment, a cell should set aside a fraction of its total capacity for possible handoff movein calls in the near future. So the bandwidth reservation is abstracted to how to adjust the fraction for handoff calls dynamically and efficiently. In this particular problem, the QoS will be handoff dropping probability, new call blocking probability and bandwidth utilization. Intuitively, the simplest way is to fix the fraction for handoff calls [ 11. If we group a number of cells together, subject to a single CAC entity, then we get statistical gain over the cluster of cells by limiting new call admission to the predefined fraction of the cell cluster's total capacity [2] . An approach with a rather simple predicting method has been proposed [3] . In which, to predict the user mobility, each cell exchanges the number of mobiles being served by it with the adjacent cells. One step further, All cells ahead in the mobile's moving direction which will be likely affected by the mobile should be taken into account for bandwidth reservation like in [4] named Shadow Cluster. The two prediction methods so far [3, 41, have been focused on the mobile's moving pattern. Another approach for prediction has been proposed [ 5 ] . In this scheme, the handoff event is traced by each cell. Basically it depends on handoff event history observed by a cell. For accuracy, this scheme continually adjusts the estimation time for handoff event dynamically. One of the common ideas over the all approaches is that a bandwidth is allocated to a mobile at the originating cell and then some bandwidths are reserved in the cells which are predicted to be visited by the mobile. All works are focused on how to reserve bandwidth efficiently based on some user mobility prediction method. Accordingly, the research goal was to provide adjustability of the bandwidth for handoffs such that no more handoff failures (droppings) occur than predefined values. In APR [6] scheme, since all possible routes are exclusively reserved before communication starts, the QoS is guaranteed as long as the user is located within the mobility specification. In this paper, We propose a new bandwidth reservation strategy, named "TLG (Two Level Guarantee)" based on user mobility specification which is assumed to be given by the user at call set up time. Although basically it can be applied to any kind of wireless mobile network, it will be especially efficient in micro or pic0 cell environment. Like other works, this paper assumes FCA (Fixed Channel Allocation).
W O Level Guarantee
The rationale behind TLG is 1) the user specifies the number of cells he or she wants to reserve for the call life time, 2) there are two types of reservation, one is EG reservation and the other PG reservation, where EG is nonpreemptive and PG is preemptive when network congestion occurs. We assume that the user can specifies the number of cells required in signalling information. The service area is organized hierarchically and geographically. So a small dynamic area (EG) changes (moves) as the user moves among cells. But the small dynamic area (EG) can not move beyond the boundary of the corresponding user mobility area which is fixed at the call set up time by the user.
Call Admission and Handoff
When a call request comes, there are three kinds of situation in a cell. Case 1 : there is enough available bandwidth, Case 2 : no bandwidth is available, all bandwidths are occupied by EG reservations, Case 3 : no bandwidth is available but, some or all of them are occupied by PG reservations. In Case 1, the request is accepted. In Case 2, the request is rejected. So our interest is in how to utilize the bandwidth occupied by PG reservations in Case 3. In this paper, we select a victim among the existing PG reservations and drop it. For simplicity, we model the wireless mobile environment by one dimensional array. Fig. 1 illustrates how the CAC works. As can be seen, the mobile requests 3 cells for EG (-1,O, 1) and 6 cells for PG (-4, -3, -2 , 2 , 3 , 4 ) at call set up time. If the cell (1) can't accommodate the new EG, i.e., if any EG can't be admitted, the call is rejected by the CAC. If the cell (-3) can't accommodate the new PG, then the cell (-4) doesn't accept the new PG either however, the call is still accepted with reduced PG cells (-2,2, 3,4). Sometime after the call admission, the mobile moves to the right cell (1). This is the case of TLG handoff. In this particular example, it moves right. This move has two normal effects: 1 ) the PG in the cell (2) should be promoted to EG, 2) the EG in the cell (-1) steps down to PG. 
Victim Selection and Background Reservation
When a new EG or PG request arrives to a cell and there's no room for that, either the new request should be rejected or a victim should be selected in favor of the new request. Generally, the criterion for the victim selection process should include 1) the distance between the mobile and its PG under consideration, 2) the remaining call duration time, 3) user's moving speed, and 4) the handoff rate. In TLG, we introduce BG (Background Reservation), a kind of over booking. Because PG can be preempted (bumpedout) by a new EG. When a PG is preempted, it goes to background, instead of being dropped. After a while if the congestion disappears, the PG in the background is promoted to a PG or an EG according to the user's then-current situation.
Analysis
For simplicity, we assume a homogeneous wireless mobile environment where each call requires the same number of EGs and PGs in one dimensional cell array.
New call blocking probability
Let m the total capacity of a cell, i.e., a cell can support maximum m calls at the same time. Then the new call blocking probability for a cell can be easily modeled by M / M / m / m queueing system (m-server loss system) socalled Erlang's loss formula [7] . An analysis of SPR case with handoff effects taken into account can be found in [2] . In TLG case, the probabilities should be somewhere in between those of SPR and APR according to the size of EGs and PGs. Therefore, the upper bound of the new call blocking probability of TLG is that of APR. So is the lower bound that of SPR. In formula, the probability is approximated by Here, X e is the effective (or actual) call arrival rate for a cell with TLG effects taken into account. By the same argument, p e is the effective call departure rate for a cell.
Conversely, X and p are the call arrival and departure rates for a cell without TLG effects. Therefore, with TLG effects,
Where, e is the number of EGs, p is the number of PGs at the call request time, h is the handoff rate, and PHD is the handoff dropping probability for a cell. c1 and c2 (0 < c1 5 1 , O 5 e2 5 1) are constants to be multiplied by p or e . These constants mean that I ) some e may or may not be dropped to BG when it moves (cl), 2) some or all p may or may not be dropped to BG (~2). In another intuitive point of view, the upper bound of the probability should be less than (e + p) times of that of SPR. In this case, the probability value will be e times of PNCB-SPR.
Handoff dropping probability
In SPR case, there is little difference between new call blocking and handoff dropping. Because basically these two results are caused by the same reason, the cell overload. Therefore, the handoff dropping probability of a cell for SPR case is approximated by [2]:
In TLG case however, because the user can have as many EGs as he or she wants, one of EG's or PG's handoff dropping doesn't necessarily mean the call dropping. Therefore, by taking two observations into account: 1) PHD-TLG is smaller than PHD-SPR, 2) the EGs and PGs should be dropped first before the call dropping, we approximate the lower bound of the handoff dropping probability for TLG by :
TLG gain
We define TLG gain as the ratio of the number of calls terminated naturally in TLG to that in APR over the predefined resources.
Simulation Results and Discussion
The following values are fixed during the simulation. m = 30, the number of cells is 50, the number of calls attempted to the system is 10,000. The user's moving pattern is modeled by Random Walk.
Victim selection strategies without threshold
We have applied four strategies: 1) shortest life time, 2) farthest, 3) random, and 4) mixed. The shortest means that the victim should be the one who has the most shortest call life time at the time of selection. This is not practical but included as the optimal case reference value. The farthest means that the victim should be the one who is located most far away from the overloaded cell. The random is to choose the victim randomly with no principle. Lastly, the mixed selects a victim who has the lowest value of remaining life time divided by the distance from the overloaded cell. This is impractical, but is used for just comparison purpose to other strategies. To see the difference between them, we didn't allow any user to cross the boundary. On the contrary to our expectation, the performance curves with different victim selection strategies have the almost same curves. Fig. 2 shows the new call blocking and handoff dropping curves with medium mobility ( h = 5) without threshold values. Here, the reservation is fixed with e = 3 and p = 8. As the mobility increases, the blocking rates decrease and dropping rates increase. However, regardless of the mobility, the performance curves of the strategies are too close to distinguish. The name of the curve, for example case of 0-fSh5-block, the first 0 means 0% boundary crossing, f means the farthest strategy, 5h means 5 times handoff in average during the call life time, 5 means e + p = 5 . The naming rule holds for the rest of this paper.
Threshold value effect
No threshold value means that 1) the new call blocking rate is depends only on the number of available EGs, 2) the handoff dropping rate is depends only on the number of EGs occupied by other calls. In order to have flexibility in the rates, some threshold values should be used. Fig. 3 shows the threshold value effect in the case of farthest. Here, the threshold value is the number of minimum distance of PG from the overloaded cell. The first number in the name of the curve is the threshold value. Fig. 4 shows the performance influenced by boundary crossing users with high mobility ( h =IO) for the farthest case. The first number of the curve name means, for example, in case of 2-f-lOhS-block, 20% of users who reach the boundary cross over it. As can be seen, there is only a little difference between no boundary crossing and boundary crossing. As the mobility increases, the difference is getting larger. But they are still very close. The main reason is that only a few of users have reached their boundary due to the random walk model. 
Beyond the mobility specification

The number of EGs and PGs
TLG gain
The APR system is simulated with p~p~ = 0 and eAPR = e T t G + ~T L G . Fig. 6 represents the number of calls naturally terminated without handoff dropping. With low mobility ( h =5), a TLG system with e = 1 and p = 4, has roughly 2.5 times larger naturally terminated calls than the APR system. 
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we proposed a new wireless bandwidth reservation strategy named TLG and provided a simple analysis and simulation results. By simulation, we showed various aspects of TLG performance. First of all, with random walk model, we have the almost same performance curves regardless of the victim selection strategies in TLG system without threshold. Threshold values and reservation factors (number of EG and PG) provide flexibility in controlling the performance curves. We also considered the case beyond the user mobility specification, with treating the boundary crossing user as a SPR user. Finally TLG gain was represented over the APR system, for example, a TLG system can have roughly 2.5 times larger naturally terminated calls than the APR system. The overall advantages of TLG over existing approaches are 1) it doesn't use prediction method which might require rather heavy computation like in [3, 51, 2) it reserves wireless bandwidth as much as the user requests, 3) it is flexible to control the new call blocking rate and handoff dropping rate with the number of EGs and PGs and threshold values. In a critical point of view, since our TLG system depends on the random walk model, the performance can vary with different models. In the future, we are going to extend the TLG system in dynammic channel allocation environment.
